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Abstract

Ionospheric delay modeling is not only important for GNSS based space weather
study and monitoring, but also an efficient tool to overcome the long convergence
time of PPP. In this study, a novel model, denoted as Q4DIM (Quasi-4-dimension
ionospheric modeling) is proposed for wide-area high precision ionospheric delay
correction. In Q4DIM, the LOS (line of sight) ionospheric delay from a GNSS
station network is divided into different clusters according to not only latitude
and longitude, but also elevation and azimuth. Both GIM (global ionosphere
map) and SID (slant ionospheric delay) that traditionally used for wide-area and
regional ionospheric delay modeling, respectively, can be regarded as special case
of Q4DIM by defining proper grids in latitude, longitude, elevation and azimuth.
Thus, Q4DIM presents a resilient model that is capable for both wide-area
coverage and high precision. Then four different sets of clusters are defined to
illustrate the properties of Q4DIM based on 200 EPN stations. The results
suggested that Q4DIM is compatible with the widely acknowledged GIM
products. Moreover, it is proved that by inducting the elevation and azimuth
angle dependent residuals, the precision of the 2-dimensional GIM-like model,
i.e., Q4DIM-2D, is improved from around 1.5 TECU to better than 0.5 TECU. In
addition, by treating Q4DIM as a 4-dimensional matrix in latitude, longitude,
elevation and azimuth, its sparsity is less than 5%, thus guarantees its feasibility
in a bandwidth-sensitive applications, e.g., satellite-based PPP-RTK service.
Finally, the advantage of Q4DIM in single frequency PPP over the 2-dimensional
models is demonstrated with one month’s data from 30 EPN stations.

Keywords: Undifferenced and uncombined observation, Ionosphere delay
modeling, PPP, DESIGN, Wide-area

1 Introduction

With the development of GPS, GLONASS, Galileo and BDS, Global Naviga-

tion Satellite System (GNSS) plays an important role in the positioning, navi-

gation and timing (PNT) nowadays, especially for the high-precision applications

[Teunissen and Montenbruck (2017), Yang et al. (2020)]. By taking the advantage

of cost-efficiency, flexibility and global coverage into consideration, the precise point

positioning (PPP) proposed by [Zumberge et al. (1997)] has been evolving into one

of the most promising techniques in both science and engineering. e.g., earthquake

and tsunami early warning, GNSS-based weather forecasting and navigation, etc.

[Kouba and Héroux (2001), Guerova et al. (2016), Yigit and Gurlek (2017)]. How-

ever, compared with the traditional real-time kinematic (RTK) technique, the pop-
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ularization of PPP in real-time (RT) applications was hindered by its long conver-

gence time of typically 30 minutes.

To overcome this problem, [Gabor and Nerem (1999)] presented the first work

to perform integer ambiguity resolution (AR) in PPP with single difference

(SD) observation. The key point is that the fractional-cycle part of the car-

rier phase ambiguity that destroyed its integer property should be estimated

from a network for each satellite, and then applied to the users to enable its

AR [Geng et al. (2019A)]. Based on this principle, different models, e.g., uncali-

brated phase delay (UPD), integer clock and decoupled clock, et al. were devel-

oped since then [Ge et al. (2008), Laurichesse et al. (2009), Collins et al. (2010)].

In addition, recent advances in multi-frequency multi-GNSS data processing have

paved the way for a more reliable and efficient AR in PPP [Gu et al. (2015A),

Geng et al. (2019B), Zhao et al. (2021)]. The entire spectrum of these studies can

be divided into two fundamental classes: first the optimal combination of multi-

GNSS multi-frequency observation; second the signal bias modeling and correc-

tion for pseudo range and carrier phase. The first class includes numerous stud-

ies to find the basic observation for alternatives to the traditional ionosphere free

(IF) combination that originally formulated for dual-frequency observation. No-

tably the undifferenced uncombined GNSS model in which the individual signal

from variety of frequencies of multi-GNSS is incorporated in a single parame-

ter estimation system directly, thus guarantees its flexibility in a multi-frequency

multi-GNSS environment [Schönemann et al. (2011), Gu et al. (2015A)]. The sec-

ond class mainly focuses on the bias calibration to align the signals generated from

different channels, otherwise the hardware delay would lead to inconsistencies in

multi-frequency multi-GNSS data processing [Hauschild and Montenbruck (2016),

Lou et al. (2017)]. Among other benefits with increasing signals, partial ambiguity

resolution (PAR) may be significantly improved in which a sufficiently large subset

of ambiguities is selected instead of resolving the complete vector of integer ambigu-

ities [Teunissen et al. (1999)]. [Psychas et al. (2021)] further argued that the con-

tribution of multi-frequency observations in PPP AR is signicant and largely driven

by frequency separation. However, even for multi-frequency multi-GNSS PPP with

PAR, it still takes nearly 5 mins to get a position precision better than 10 cm

[Psychas et al. (2020)].

Aside from multi-frequency multi-GNSS PAR, the constraint of a priori iono-

spheric information presented another way to accelerate PPP convergence, espe-

cially by taking the popularity of the undifferenced uncombined PPP model into

consideration, in which the ionospheric delay cannot be eliminated as the IF model

[Zhao et al. (2018)]. Obviously, the performance of the ionospheric delay model

plays an important role in the ionosphere constrained undifferenced uncombined

PPP (e.g. [Olivares-Pulido et al. (2021]).

The worldwide distributed GNSS continuous operation reference station sys-

tem (CORS) provide the measurement of total election content (TEC) with

an unprecedented temporal and spatial resolution. Thus, GNSS is regarded as

an excellent ionospheric sounding system nowadays. Attribute to the contin-

ued efforts of the Ionosphere working group (Iono-WG) within the IGS com-

munity, the global ionosphere maps (GIM) were independently generated on a
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regular basis by different ionospheric associate analysis centers (IAACs) since

1998 with a typical latency of several days [Schaer (1999), Li et al. (2012)]. To

cope with the requirements of real-time (RT) GNSS data processing, IGS fur-

ther issued a call for participation in IGS RT pilot project (IGS-RTPP) in 2007

[Caissy et al. (2012)], and over 200 IGS stations now provide real-time observa-

tion with a sampling rate of 1 Hz [Romero et al. (2018)]. More recently, several

IAACs, including Centre National dÉtudes Spatiales (CNES), Chinese Academy

of Sciences (CAS), Technical University of Catalonia (UPC-IonSAT) and Wuhan

University (WHU) has begun to provide RT GIM products publicly by Net-

worked Transport of RTCM (Radio Technical Commission for Maritime) via In-

ternet Protocol (NTRIP) [Liu et al. (2021)]. Since then, a wide range of valuable

literatures have been published concerning the precision evaluation of the GIM

products [Hernández-Pajares et al. (2009), Ren et al. (2019)], as well as its perfor-

mance in the applications of space weather monitoring and high precision position-

ing augmentation [Zhang et al. (2013), Hernández-Pajares et al. (2017)]. Depend-

ing on the stations involved, high and low solar activity, post-time and RT data

processing, the results suggested that the precision of GIM usually varies from 2-

8 TECU (1 TECU corresponding to 16 cm on GPS L1) [Wielgosz et al. (2021)].

Though these studies illustrated the efficiency of GIM in the ionospheric con-

strained PPP, especially for the single-frequency, the improvement is rather limited

in the instantaneous convergence centimeter (cm) level positioning, i.e., PPP-RTK

[Rovira-Garcia et al. (2015)].

An efficient way to improve the precision of ionospheric delay correction is to inter-

polate the slant ionospheric delay (SID) along LOS (line of sight) from a regional

network for each satellite, and as demonstrated by [Teunissen et al. (2010)], this

network-based PPP has the comparable performance with that of Network-RTK

(NRTK). It should be noted, that the receiver biases would be absorbed by the

ionospheric delay to remove the rank deficiency, thus special attention should be fo-

cused on the SID modeling for inconsistent receiver networks [Zhang et al. (2022)].

[Shi et al. (2012), Zhao et al. (2018)] presented a sophisticated ionospheric param-

eter constrain model, i.e., DEterministic plus Stochastic Ionosphere model for GNss

(DESIGN), and it was demonstrated that the ionospheric delay can be sepa-

rated from the receiver biases in this case [Gu et al. (2020), Zhang et al. (2021)].

Typically, the SID modeling performs much better than that of GIM since it

uses the LOS ionospheric delay in modelling directly, thus avoiding the errors in-

duced by the elevation mapping function and the constant-height thin-layer model

[Li et al. (2017)]. Though the LOS ionospheric delay are highly correlated with each

other for small station network, it can be hardly extended to wide-area ionospheric

delay modeling. As a result, the networks involved in the above-mentioned study

[Teunissen et al. (2010)] were rather small with a typical baseline length of around

15 km and 50 km, respectively.

In summary, both GIM and SID modeling are widely used nowadays with the

purpose of wide-area coverage and high precision, respectively. In this study, we

proposed a novel approach: Quasi-4-dimension ionospheric modeling (Q4DIM), that

take the advantage of both. Besides the latitude and longitude factors in GIM mod-

eling, the elevation and azimuth are further optionally taking into consideration
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in Q4DIM, thus both GIM and SID model can be regarded as a special case of

Q4DIM with specified grid division approach along latitude, longitude, elevation

and azimuth. In addition, it would be demonstrated that Q4DIM was rather sparse

as a 4-dimension (optional) grid matrix, and the sparse storage technique was sug-

gested to improve the efficiency. This paper is organized as follows: first, Q4DIM

is introduced; then its property is analyzed by comparison with the GIM and SID

model; finally, the performance of Q4DIM is assessed in single-frequency PPP with

one month’s data.

2 Q4DIM

As the estimation of LOS ionospheric delay from GNSS has been discussed in a

wide range of publications, we start the Q4DIM with the set of LOS ionospheric

delay directly. Concerning the details of GNSS ionospheric delay estimation of this

work, we refer to the study of [Shi et al. (2012), Zhao et al. (2018)], in which the

undifferenced and uncombined model constrained with DESIGN was utilized. Fol-

lowing this way, suppose that we have generated a set of LOS ionospheric delay

with j satellites and k receivers

I = {Isr} s.t. s ∈ ( 1 · · · j ), r ∈ ( 1 · · · k ) (1)

Our purpose is to divide the whole set I into n pre-defined clusters C = {Ci} (i ∈
( 1 · · · n )), and the ionospheric delay samples in each cluster are highly corre-

lated with each other.

2.1 Algorithm

For a given network, we can select the grids in latitude, longitude, elevation and

azimuth as

b = ( b1 · · · bnb
)

l = ( l1 · · · lnl
)

e = ( e1 · · · ene
)

a = ( a1 · · · ana
)

 (2)

where nb, nl, ne, na is the number of grids in latitude, longitude, elevation and az-

imuth, respectively, which is selected to balance data volume and model precision

according to the demand. Then, b, l, e,a can be determined by uniform spatial sub-

division for a given region and the selected number nb, nl, ne, na directly. And there

are

n = nb · nl · ne · na (3)

clusters, and for the i-th cluster Ci, it is defined with its center point oi as

Ci(oi) s.t. oi = ( bib lil eie aia )T , i = ( ib il ie ia ) · ldm (4)
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with bib ∈ b, lil ∈ l, eie ∈ e, aia ∈ a; ldm = ( lb ll le la )T denoted the leading

dimension for latitude, longitude, elevation and azimuth, respectively

lb = nl · ne · na

ll = ne · na

le = na

la = 1

 (5)

Recall the slant ionospheric delay Isr in Eq. (1), the corresponding LOS vector

los = ( b l e a )T can be uniquely determined by the specific satellite s and

receiver r, thus the set of slant ionospheric delay in Eq. (1) can be rewritten as

I = {Ilos}. Then with the clusters defined by Eq. (2) to (5), each Ilos can be

grouped into cluster Ci by iterating over the set I

Ci = {Ilos} s.t. ∀j ∈ ( 1 · · · n )→ ∥los− oi∥ ≤ ∥los− oj∥ (6)

where ∥ · ∥ denotes the norm of the corresponding vector. Thus, for the cluster Ci,

its averaged LOS ionospheric delay µi and standard deviation (STD) σi is derived

as

µi = 1
|Ci|

∑
Ilos

σi =
√

1
|Ci|

∑
(Ilos − ICi

)
2

 (7)

in which Ilos and |Ci| denotes the samples and the number of samples, respectively.

Up to now we have derived the numerical characteristics, i.e., µi, σi, for each

cluster Ci(oi), and a straightforward way to represent the whole clusters is to view

it as a large matrix. However, direct processing of the whole matrix is usually not

applicable for its costliness due to a large amount of clusters. Moreover, it is also not

necessary as the matrix is rather sparse, i.e., in most cases the number of samples

of cluster |Ci| = 0, due to a limited distribution of both satellites and receivers,

as would be demonstrated below. Thus, only those clusters with sufficient samples,

e.g., |Ci| ≥ 2, are retained in Q4DIM in a key-value form

Cmap : i −
(

µi σi

)
(8)

Obviously, for the Q4DIM users, its cluster index iu of a given LOS vector losu

can be obtained with Eq. (2) and (4), then the corresponding ionospheric delay

corrections can be obtained by looking up the key-value map defined by Eq. (8).

In addition, σi is the precision indicator for each cluster and can also be used for

weighting in user ionospheric delay correction with Q4DIM, and we also defined the

STD σ in Q4DIM as the averaged value of the STD for all cluster σi in Eq. (7)

σ =

∑n
i=1 σi

n
(9)
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2.2 Discussion

Recall the grids in Eq. (2), the popular GIM model can be regarded as a special

case of Q4DIM once the empty set was selected for both elevation and azimuth, i.e.,

e = ∅, a = ∅. However, since the sparse representation and processing technique

is promoted in Q4DIM to improve its efficiency, the ionospheric delay correction is

not available for all the grids as that of GIM. To overcome this dilemma, the LOS

ionospheric delay is further suggested to be divided into deterministic and stochastic

parts, i.e., Ilos,0, rlos, as that of DESIGN [Shi et al. (2012), Zhao et al. (2018)]

Ilos = Ilos,0 + rlos (10)

while Ilos,0 can be either interpolated from grids or calculated with the spherical

harmonic function (SHF) of GIM. Then the set of ionospheric delay residual r =

{rlos} can be grouped into different clusters and represented with a key-value map

following the procedure in the algorithm section.

For the Q4DIM users, its ionospheric delay corrections of any LOS losu is ob-

tained as

Ilosu = Ilosu,0 +

{
rlosu , Cmap(iu) ̸= ∅
0 , Cmap(iu) = ∅

(11)

here again Ilosu,0 is either interpolated from grids or calculated with the SHF of

GIM. Concerning the stochastic part rlosu , the key iu may exist in the Q4DIM map,

then the ionospheric delay correction is further refined with the residual. Otherwise,

the model is actually equivalent with GIM.

Besides the compatibility with GIM model, we further argued that the SID model,

that is widely accepted in the regional network augmentation, is also a special case

of Q4DIM model

∃C = {Ci} s.t. max(|Ci|) = 1 ∀i ∈ ( 1 · · · n ) (12)

in other words, a selection of clusters existed in which each cluster contains only

one sample Ilos/rlos at most. Then the key-value map actually consists of individual

LOS ionospheric delay, i.e., SID model.

As a result, according to the grid definition in Eq. (2), Q4DIM presents a resilient

model that is capable for both wide-area coverage and high precision

oi = ( bib lil )T︸ ︷︷ ︸
GIM case

e=∅,a=∅←−−−−−− C = {Ci(oi)}
b,l,e,a−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→

defined sufficiently fine
max(|Ci|) = 1︸ ︷︷ ︸

SID case

(13)

Several statements should be emphasized here: First, though the LOS ionospheric

delay is used in the algorithm derivation, we can also convert it to the vertical

in Q4DIM without worrying about the mapping function error, as this error is

elevation angle dependent, thus it can be compensated to a large extent with a

similar elevation angle for each cluster in modeling and positioning. Second, we
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can use GIM / RT-GIM from IGS, or even the broadcast ionospheric models, e.g.,

KLOBUCHAR, as the deterministic ionospheric delay Ilos,0 directly, and in this

sense, Q4DIM is compatible with the existing model. In addition, the stochastic

part rlosu stands for the irregular spatial and temporal variations, and it is the key

to improve the ionospheric delay precision, and typically it requires a much higher

spatial-temporal resolution. Thus, by separate rlosu from the large deterministic

part, it can be represented with fewer data and consequently has the advantage

to compress the data volume, which is of special importance for real-time service.

Finally, we denoted the model as quasi-4-dimension since, that it is not a direct

extension of the wide acknowledged 3-dimension model, i.e., the tomography iono-

spheric model. In addition, it may also be a two-dimension model like that of GIM

as we have pointed out.

3 Experimental validation
To assess the performance of Q4DIM, the above algorithm is realized with the

FUSING (FUSing IN Gnss) software and validated with single-frequency PPP (SF-

PPP) in the following experiment. Up to now, FUSING is capable for real-time

multi-GNSS precise orbit determination, satellite clock and bias estimation, atmo-

sphere modeling and multi-sensor navigation [Gong et al. (2018), Shi et al. (2019),

Luo et al. (2020), Gu et al. (2021)].

3.1 Data and strategy

The experiment is carried out with one month’s data of EUREF Permanent Network

(EPN). As shown in Fig. 1, the 200 stations in red are used for the Q4DIM, and

the 30 stations in blue are used for SF-PPP. The observation are collected over the

period of DOY (Day Of Year) 001 to DOY 030, 2020, with an interval of 30 seconds.

The detail of the experiment is illustrated in Tab. 1. In addition, as presented in Tab.

2, four solutions for Q4DIM denoted as A, B, C and D with different grid definition

are first compared. Then, the performance of Q4DIM in SF-PPP is assessed in terms

of convergence time and precision.

Table 1 Details of the experiment

Item Q4DIM SF-PPP

Period DOY 001 - 030, 2020
System GPS, Galileo
Station 200 in red in Fig. 1 30 in blue in Fig. 1
Sampling 30 sec

Weighting
0.2 m for pseudorange and 0.002 m for carrier phase

Low elevation observable and outliers are down-weighted

Ephemeris Final orbit and clock product of Wuhan University
PCO/PCV Corrected with igs14.atx
Ionosphere DESIGN [Zhao et al. (2018)] Q4DIM correction
Troposphere GPT2 model with remaining estimated as a random walk process
Ambiguity Float constant for each continuous arc

3.2 Comparison of Q4DIM

First, to get an intuitive impression of Q4DIM, we presented the LOS for the orig-

inal SID, as well as LOS of each cluster, i.e., oi in Eq. (4) for different solutions in

Fig. 2. As we can see, by defining different clusters with Tab. 2, Q4DIM presents a
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Figure 1 Distribution of 230 tracking stations over Europe, in which the red denoted 200 stations
are used for Q4DIM, while the blue denoted 30 stations are used for single-frequency PPP

Table 2 Q4DIM strategy

Solution nb nl ne na

A 12 8 6 25
B 24 16 12 50
C 36 24 18 75
D 48 32 24 100

rather flexible algorithm with resilient resolution and precision, that satisfies differ-

ent requirement on modeling precision, coverage and data volume [Yang (2019)].

As we have pointed out, Q4DIM is a GIM-like 2-dimensional map once we ignore

the residual part rlos in Eq. (10), denoted as Q4DIM-2D, and this is also the case

that an empty set was selected for both elevation and azimuth, e = ∅,a = ∅. While

the corresponding result is presented in Fig. 3 for different solutions. Recall Tab, 2,

the number of grids over latitude and longitude is 12×8, 24×16, 36×24 and 48×32
for solution A, B, C and D, respectively. As expected, more details of ionospheric

delay structure are revealed with a higher spatial resolution as illustrated in Fig. 3.

Concerning the precision of different Q4DIM solutions, in Fig. 4 we presented the

series of σ defined by Eq. (9) on DOY 001, 2020 as an example. As we can see, the

precision can be hardly improved with the higher spatial resolution over latitude

and longitude. This is reasonable since, that the errors in this case is most likely due

to the mapping function and anisotropy. Actually, this result is in line with previous

studies of GIM, in which it is suggested that the precision of 2-dimensional modeling

can be hardly improved by increasing the degrees of SH function [Yuan et al. (2017),

Zhao et al. (2018)].
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Figure 2 The LOS map for the original SID, and each clusters, i.e., oi in Eq. (4) for solution A
(12× 8× 6× 25), solution B (24× 16× 12× 50), solution C (36× 24× 18× 75) and solution D
(48× 32× 24× 100)

To solve the above dilemma, Q4DIM introduces the residual ionospheric delay

correction as Eq. (10) for each 2-dimensional grid, and the residual is further divided

according to its elevation and azimuth angle. Selecting a latitude and longitude grid

arbitrarily for each solution, Fig. 5 to 8 presented the distribution of the statistics

defined by Eq. (7), i.e., number of samples |Ci|, averaged LOS ionospheric delay

µi, and standard deviation σi, for each cluster. While the top two sub-plots present

|Ci|, the left-bottom sub-plot presents µi, and the right-bottom sub-plot presents σi.

Taking Fig. 5 of solution A as an example, for each 2-dimensional grid, it is further

divided into 6×25 grids according to the elevation and azimuth angle. As indicated

by the left-top sub-plot, the Q4DIM clusters are rather sparse as a 4-dimensional

grid matrix since only a few grids have enough samples, i.e., |Ci| ≥ 2. Thus, the

left three sub-plots are enlarged for those grids with enough samples. From the

left-bottom sub-plot, it is noted that the residuals µi for different grids varies from

around -1.9 to 3.6 TECU, and they are exactly the errors in 2-dimensional TEC map

in Fig. 4. By correcting these residuals, the precision can be improved significantly
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Figure 3 Distribution of the 2-dimensional TEC map with the resolution of 12× 8, 24× 16,
36× 24, and 48× 32 in latitude and longitude for Q4DIM-2D

Figure 4 Series of σ in Eq. (9) for Q4DIM-2D TEC map of Solution A (black), Solution B (red),
Solution C (green) and Solution D (blue) on DOY 001

as implied by the right-bottom sub-plot with σi less than 0.5 TECU. While, for

solution B to solution D, a similar conclusion can be stated.

In Fig. 9 we further present the series of averaged STD σ in Eq. (9) for different

solutions. As expected, with a higher resolution in the latitude, longitude, eleva-

tion and azimuth 4-dimensional space, the precision of Q4DIM improved from 0.46

TECU to 0.22 TECU. By comparison with the result in Fig. 4, it is argued that

the ionospheric delay modeling precision can be improved significantly by taking

elevation and azimuth into consideration. Besides the precision, the data volume

is also a critical issue for the bandwidth-sensitive applications, e.g., satellite-based
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Figure 5 Distribution of |Ci| , µi, σi in Eq. (7) against elevation angle and azimuth angle for
latitude 64.6◦ and longitude 40.7◦ of Solution A (12× 8× 6× 25) on DOY 001

Figure 6 Distribution of |Ci| , µi, σi in Eq. (7) against elevation angle and azimuth angle for
latitude 65.6◦ and longitude 41.7◦ of Solution B (24× 16× 12× 50) on DOY 001

PPP-RTK service[Zhang et al. (2020)]. Fig. 5 to 8 already demonstrate that the

4-dimensional matrix is rather sparse. Thus, the middle two sub-plots of Fig. 9

show the series of the number of valid clusters, i.e., the clusters with |Ci| ≥ 2, and

the sparsity rate that defined as the ratio of the number of valid clusters over the

total number of clusters n in Eq. (3). Taking solution B for instance, though there

are 230400 clusters in total, the number of valid clusters is around 2100, and the

sparsity rate is 0.9%. The results are rather promising and implied that the Q4DIM

has the potential to be used for wide-area satellite-based augmentation service with

a precision of better than 0.5 TECU. Finally, the bottom sub-plot gives the series

of the LOS number for each valid cluster.
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Figure 7 Distribution of |Ci| , µi, σi in Eq. (7) against elevation angle and azimuth angle for
latitude 65.9◦ and longitude 42.0◦ of Solution C (36× 24× 18× 75) on DOY 001

Figure 8 Distribution of |Ci| , µi, σi in Eq. (7) against elevation angle and azimuth angle for
latitude 71.3◦ and longitude 32.4◦ of Solution D (48× 32× 24× 100) on DOY 001

3.3 SF-PPP

Based on the discussion in section 3.2, Q4DIM with solution B is selected and fur-

ther validated in SF-PPP. The rover stations are denoted in blue as shown in Fig.

1. Four SF-PPP solutions are compared with different ionospheric delay elimination

strategy as presented in Tab. 3. Though the stations are static, they are all pro-

cessed in simulated kinematic model with a forward square root information filter

(SRIF), and the filters are restarted every hour. Then the convergence serial in 68%

confidence level convergence serial for DOY 001-030, 2020 of vertical (upper panel)

and horizontal (bottom panel), respectively.

As we can see from Fig. 10, the SF-PPP solutions with undifferenced and uncom-

bined observation constrained with DESIGN performs much better than that of the

traditional GRAPHIC (Group and Phase Ionosphere Calibration) approach, and
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Figure 9 Time series of σ, number of valid clusters, sparsity rate and number of LOS per cluster
for different Q4DIM solutions on DOY 001, 2020

Table 3 SF-PPP strategy

Solution Ionospheric delay

IF Eliminated with GRAPHIC combination [Shi et al. (2012)]
CODG DESIGN with CODG GIM product as a priori correction model

Q4DIM-2D DESIGN with Q4DIM-2D product as a priori correction model
Q4DIM DESIGN with Q4DIM product as a priori correction model

the result is in line with our previous studies [Shi et al. (2012), Lou et al. (2015)].

In addition, though CODG and Q4DIM-2D are both 2-dimensional GIM-like iono-

spheric model, Q4DIM-2D performs better since more local stations are involved in

the ionospheric delay modeling. While, Q4DIM performs best among all the iono-

spheric augmentation SF-PPP solutions in both vertical and horizontal, and its

better performance over Q4DIM-2D demonstrate the advantage of elevation and

azimuth angle division.

4 Conclusions
As the development of multi-frequency multi-GNSS, the ionospheric delay becomes

one of the critical issues in the high precision data processing with undifferenced

and uncombined model. Moreover, ionospheric delay augmentation is an efficient

approach to accelerate PPP convergence. Thus, high precision ionospheric delay

modeling has receiving increasing interests nowadays.

GIM and SID are the most popular ionospheric models in GNSS community,

while each has merits and demerits. In this study, we proposed a novel ionospheric
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Figure 10 Single frequency PPP convergence serial in 68% confidence level for DOY 001-030,
2020 of vertical (upper panel) and horizontal (bottom panel), respectively. While for different
ionospheric delay elimination strategies with GRAPHIC, CODG, Q4DIM-2D and Q4DIM, the
results are denoted in black, red, green and blue, respectively

delay model, i.e., Q4DIM, that can take both the advantages of GIM and SID. In

Q4DIM, the LOS ionospheric delay is divided into different clusters according to

their latitude, longitude, elevation and azimuth. While, both GIM and SID can be

regarded as special case of Q4DIM by defining the clusters properly. The properties

of Q4DIM are discussed for four sets of clusters with different spatial resolution

based on 200 EPN stations. The results suggest that by inducting the elevation

and azimuth angle dependent residuals, the precision of the 2-dimensional GIM-

like model, i.e., Q4DIM-2D, is improved from around 1.5 TECU to better than

0.5 TECU. In addition, treating Q4DIM as a 4-dimensional matrix in latitude,

longitude, elevation and azimuth, it is rather sparse, thus guarantees its feasibility in

a bandwidth-sensitive applications, e.g., satellite-based PPP-RTK service. Finally,

the performance of Q4DIM and its advantage in SF-PPP over the 2-dimensional

models are demonstrated with one month’s data from 30 EPN stations.
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